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I. GAME START SCREEN  
a. Start Screen Music: Hurt in the style of Johnny Cash, cover 
b. Graphics: GLASS title image  
c. Main Menu: Options for Continue (Last Save), New Game, Load Game, Quit 
d. The game’s levels involve representations of the stages of grief (not ordered – bold text 

in level’s atmosphere description). 

 

 

II. LEVEL ONE: HOT AIR BALLOON LEVEL 
a. Player Selects New Game from Main Menu, launching opening cinematic. 
b. Opening Cinematic: black screen and the sound of glass shattering. The black screen 

flashes from black to red, to orange, to red, to black, in a “heartbeat” animation pattern.  
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Next, while maintaining a black screen, there is a prolonged silence (The loading icon: 
“Queen Chess Piece Spinning” animation plays to show game activity). As Level One 
comes slowly into view, audio plays of a disembodied voice counting down from 5 to 1 
(becoming more and more distant as the level focuses into view).  

c. Game is in first-person perspective.  
d. Key Bindings:  

W: Move forward    A: Move to left     

S: Move backwards                                                     D: Move to right                                                           

Spacebar: Jump     E: Interact 

Tab: Game Menu                                                              Z: Zoom 

Move Mouse: Turn/ Angle direction                      I: Inventory/Journal 

Left Mouse Button: Examine Item in Inventory Esc: Close window/menu 

Ctrl + S: Quick Save     

e. Level atmosphere: light, dreamy, open, accepting.  
f. Level description: An open field, centered between two spans of forest. Lots of rocks 

jutting from the field. In the distance, the field drops off to a cliff, with a higher cliff 
further away in the distance. The two cliffs are connected by a long wooden bridge. At 
the top of the further cliff is a hand-shaped rock face, with a post and a tethered, large 
hot air balloon. Other various hot air balloons can be seen floating in the distance and in 
the sky above. The bridge is blocked off by a wooden gate that will not open until all 
level items are found. The main hot air balloon is locked to the post by a security puzzle 
lock.    

g. Level items: Journal, Mysterious Author’s Note, pad of paper and charcoal, poem 
etching. 

h. Points of interest:  
I. Journal: found upon entering the level, in plain sight. Will automatically open 

an inventory menu that is now accessible to the player throughout the game and 
will store clue etchings and Mysterious Author’s Notes, and instructions on the 
key binding to access the journal throughout the game.  
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II. Mysterious Author’s Note: interactable; will zoom in to content upon player 
interaction; found upon a jutting rock in the field; will add to journal once read: 
Content: 
 
“Hello friend. 
 
  
Or perhaps, most hated foe... 
 
Do you know where you are? Do you know what happened? 
You should. 
 
Find me.  
 
Signed, 

T.N.” 
 

III. Pad of paper and block of charcoal: non-interactable as an item but is added to 
the player’s journal screen; will be used to etch clues throughout the game; 
found near the Mysterious Author’s Note. 

IV. Player is able to look up at clouds near center point of field: the clouds include 
shapes of common dream symbolism (but is not obvious), and the sky is purple 
pink with fantastical birds flying around among the hot air balloons. 

V. Large Oval Mirror: found on the edge of the forest; interactable; static--does not 
get added to inventory; when interacted with, the screen will zoom in to the 
mirror’s reflection to show an unrecognizable, warped, shadowy figure. 

VI. Large tree with a poem carved into its trunk: interactable; when interacted with, 
the player can etch the poem into their pad of paper with the charcoal and add 
the poem to their journal. This is the clue for the security puzzle lock to the air 
balloon. 
 
Poem (Survivor’s Guilt, written by Robert J. Teiss, will be sourced in the game 
credits): 
 
“That death did choose you over me 
then left behind but memories of all you were 
 
before the blur of nurses, needles, charts, and bills: 
on certain days survival kills 
 
entombing me in our old room where time will stop and grief 
resumes 
and days may pass before I pry  
stuck windows open 
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scan the sky and somewhere 
in that blinding light 
discern a purpose grand or slight 
 
to carry on 
(as you would say) if just to rue 
another day.” 
 
(Key Words: death, nurses, needles, bills, windows, sky, blinding light, day (the 
starting order of puzzle tile movements: see Hot Air Balloon Security Puzzle 
Lock)) 
 

VII. Gate to bridge: blocks the path to the hot air balloon; closed until the previous 
items are discovered. 

VIII. Hot Air Balloon Security Puzzle Lock:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GqDxkgIS3os 
 

 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GqDxkgIS3os
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This puzzle follows the pattern for Siebenstein Spiele’s security lock puzzle, 
solution shown at the above link. Each tile has a symbol on it, which 
corresponds with the poem etching keywords. The order of the words gives 
direction (but not the entire solution) on which order to move the tiles. 

If the player gets really stumped on the solution, there are hints to the puzzle type 
(the engraved roman numerals mean 1883, and the engraved S.S. stands for 
Siebenstein Spiele). Once these two clues are found, the player can research the 
security lock solution on Google, but only if they are unable to solve the puzzle 
themselves. 

IX. Upon solving the puzzle, the level’s closing cinematic plays. Cinematic is of a 
happy, young couple on a hot air balloon ride; the scene appears to be a happy 
one, but is very vague, and plays vaguely sad, nostalgic music. 
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III. LEVEL TWO: THE CARNIVAL MASQUERADE 

a. Level atmosphere: carnival atmosphere, brightly colored with shadowy surfaces, child-
like, creepy, bargaining.  

b. Level description: The player begins in the basket of a docked hot air balloon and may 
open the door to exit the balloon. Before them is a carnival (the normal sounds of a 
carnival are present, but there are no people to be seen. Signs of people, such as moving 
lights, active games and rides, food stalls and trash on the ground are also present). As 
the player walks from the hot air balloon to the carnival, day shifts to nighttime. The 
player makes their way through the carnival, playing arcade games, walking past rides 
with shadowy riders with no faces, and finally walking through a creepy fun house with 
stretching, shadowy faces lining the “fun mirrors” that exits to a grand ballroom. The 
door of the ballroom has a hanging masque that can be turned over to find the second 
Mysterious Author’s Note. In the ballroom, there are shadowy, waltzing figures wearing 
masques. Discarded masques representing various dream manifestations are strewn 
about the floor. The pristine ballroom walls are made entirely of mirrors that can be 
interacted with.  The player makes their way across the dance floor and at the far end of 
the ballroom is a door, which leads to a large room with a grassy floor, tinted glass 
ceiling, and an antique-looking grand piano centered in the middle. There is a closed 
crystal door through which the player can see a hallway but has no access to. Embossed 
on the crystal door is a large G-clef and a short, blank line of sheet music. The player 
must play four music notes on the piano in the correct order to illuminate notes on the 
blank line of sheet music and open the crystal door.  Upon solving the piano puzzle, the 
closing cinematic for the level will play.  

c. Level items: Arcade Games; 1st Puzzle Music Note, 2nd Puzzle Music Note, 3rd Puzzle 
Music Note, 4th Puzzle Music Note; Hanging Masque; Mysterious Author’s Note; 
Ballroom Mirrors; Discarded Masque; Grand Piano; Crystal Door. 

d. Points of interest:  
I. Arcade Games: The player encounters two different arcade games in the 

carnival. Neither arcade games are puzzles, but each will create win 
situations at random when played/interacted with. When the player 
wins, they will receive a prize (which are trinkets that represent random 
dream manifestations). The first prizes won for each game will provide 
an embossed music note that the player can etch with their notepad to 
enter into their journal, providing the first and second music note clues 
respectively.  
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II. Piano Notes 1-4: The first piano note is found on a prize won from the 
first arcade game; the second piano note is found on a prize won from 
the second arcade game. The third is found on the Mysterious Author’s 
Note, and the fourth is found on one of the discarded masques in the 
ballroom.  

III. Masque: On the door between the carnival fun house and the grand ball 
room hangs a masquerade masque. When the player interacts with it, 
the masque will turn over to reveal the second Mysterious Author’s 
Note of the game (and the third piano note clue). 

IV. Mysterious Author’s Note/ 4th Piano Note clue: Found on the back of 
the masque that hangs on the door between the carnival fun house and 
the grand ballroom. Content:  
 
“Hello again.  
 

It’s Me.  
 
Do you miss me?  
 What we were… before?  

What we could have been? 
 
But why did it happen this way? 
 
Why me? Why not her? Why? Why? 
 
 
Why?  
 
Signed, 

T.N.”  
V. Ballroom Mirrors: Interactable but static. When the player interacts, the 

screen will zoom in on their reflection, showing a shadowy, warped (but 
less so than before) image.  

VI. Discarded Masque: A masque on the ballroom floor contains an 
embossment of the final piano note clue.  

VII. Grand Piano: The antique grand piano sits in a room with a grassy floor 
and a ceiling resembling a green house, which filters light through its 
tinted glass. (The night has once again shifted to day). The player must 
play four notes correctly and in the correct order to advance forward.  
Correct notes/ Puzzle Solution: G#, G, B, G 

VIII. Crystal Door: Embossed on the door is a blank line of sheet music. Once 
the player plays the music correctly, the notes populate the sheet music 
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and the level ending cinematic will play, advancing the player to the next 
level.  

e. Level Ending Cinematic: The cinematic shows a montage of the same couple as before, 
albeit a bit older, at a carnival, then dancing and then at a piano bar. The cinematic 
zooms into the couple holding hands, showing their wedding rings. It then flashes 
briefly to the image of a road with burning trees and broken glass and the same loud 
shattering sound of glass as the beginning of the game.  
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IV. LEVEL THREE: THE CRYSTAL SPIRE  
a. Level atmosphere: Still, desolate, lonely, bleak, 

gray, isolated, sad, bargaining. 
b. Level description: The player begins at the start of 

a long hallway in an expansive mansion. The level 
is eerily quiet and still, with no movement besides 
the player. Although the walls, floors, ceilings and 
décor are made up of pale, cream-colored marble 
and crystals, there is a gray tinge to the overall 
atmosphere and the statues intermittently lining 
the walls seem to be crying. Along this hallway are doors that either do not open or lead 
to empty rooms with crystal windows that are fogged over, providing zero visibility to the 
outside world. At the end of the hallway, the player arrives at an enormous main room, 
with two massive, curved staircases on either side leading to an upstairs, and walls lined 
entirely with numerous statuesque faces. The statues appear to each be sad, angry or 
crying, but have little other concise features. As the player moves through the room, they 
may notice that the statues’ eyes appear to follow them. The player can then advance 
upstairs to a second hallway. In this hallway, there are several rooms on either side. In 
each room there are items on shelves and desks, including statuettes and books, where the 
player can obtain clues to this level and to the next level. In one of the rooms, the player 
views themselves in a desk mirror, seeing the clearest view of themselves thus far. In this 
reflection, they can see that they are a man, but their features are still warped and unclear.  
 
In one of the books of the desk, the player will find the third Mysterious Author’s Note.  
At the end of the hallway, the player comes to an unsettling, courtyard at dusk. On the far 
right-hand side of the courtyard stands a large angelic statue whose tears flow into a 
fountain that expands the entire floor of the courtyard, but only leaves a few inches of 
water throughout. In the statue’s hands, a flame flickers. Dark, bare trees reach towards 
the player from either side of the courtyard, and on the furthest side, stands a shadowy 
stone building with checkered marble steps leading to its landing. Chess-piece-like statues 
stand at either side of the building’s entrance and water pours down either side of the 
landing. Between the player and the stone building, the Spheres Puzzle waits to be solved. 
Upon solving the Sphere’s Puzzle, the level’s ending cinematic will play and the player 
can advance to the next level.  
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c. Level Items: Queen Chess Piece statuette; Map to the Spheres Puzzle, Mysterious Author’s 

Note; Book of Chess: chess notes.  
d. Points of Interest:  

I. Queen Chess Piece Statuette: In one of the upstairs room’s the player can find a 
chess piece and make an etching to collect. If the player zooms in on the chess 
piece etching, they can read the name “REGINA”.   

II. Map to Spheres Puzzle: A book in one of the upstairs rooms contains a map to 
solving the Spheres Puzzle.  

III. Book of Chess: Chess Notes: Another book in one of the upstairs rooms contains 
a book of chess, in which a section of notes for winning strategies can be pulled 
out. This is the key for the next level’s puzzle/game.  

IV. Mirror in disheveled desk: In one of the upstairs rooms, the player will find a 
disheveled desk, strewn with notes and crumbled papers, photographs 
(unfocused), and books. When the player interacts with the mirror, they can see 
a partially clear reflection of themselves, revealing that they are a man, but little 
else.  

V. Mysterious Author’s Note: On top of the disheveled desk, the player will find the 
third Mysterious Author’s Note. Contents: 
“  
… 
I can’t sleep. I can’t eat.  
 
It’s all my fault.   
 
Have you found me? No… no one can find me. I’m… alone.  
 
But where am I? Why can’t even I—myself-- find me?  
 
Send me back, I’ll change it. I’ll fix everything.  
Or send me back to before it all changed-- 
 
… 
 
The whole world has CHANGED.  
 
Now it shatters over and over… day after day. 
 
It’s all my fault. 
I miss my Regina.  
 
…It’s all my fault. 
 
T.N.” 
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VI. Spheres Puzzle: In the courtyard at the end of the level, set upon the water from 
the fountain, are large crystal spheres embedded in the ground. In front of the 
spheres is a mechanism with levers (it remains inactive and inaccessible until all 
level items are found). When the player interacts with the mechanism, the screen 
takes on a top-down view of the spheres, with the levers at the bottom of the 
screen, and key bindings that will move the spheres into place. The player can 
review the spheres map by backing out of the puzzle, as needed. When the spheres 
are placed in the correct order, they shatter into dark shards in an outward, slow 
motion, launching the level’s ending cinematic.   

e. Level’s Ending Cinematic: A couple is driving in a car--a woman in the passenger seat and 
a man in the driver’s seat. Music, (song TBD), is playing on the radio. The woman has 
apparently recently come from work and is wearing scrubs and a name tag that reads 
“Regina”.   She reaches for the man’s hand and smiles at him, her wedding rings can be 
seen in the image. The screen flashes in a blinding light and the sound of glass shattering 
can be heard before the screen fades to black.  
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V. LEVEL FOUR: THE DARK CHESSBOARD 
a. Level atmosphere: confusing, dark, scary. 
b. Level description: The player starts the level on the marble checkered stairs that leads to 

the stone building. If they look behind them, they can see the shattered glass from the 
spheres puzzle. Upon entering the stone building, the door locks behind them and they 
are faced with dozens of staircases that go in every direction. The player must navigate 
the mazes of staircases to obtains chess pieces (which do not go into an inventory but 
display a quick cinematic of the respective chess piece populating a chess board). At the 
end of the maze, the player discovers a life-sized chess board, in which they must “play”, 
in top-down view, to solve the puzzle (the winning strategy is in the player’s journal). 
This is a short level, without a mirror or a Mysterious Author Note.  

c. Level ending cinematic: Upon winning the chess match, a cinematic launches, which 
shows chess pieces rushing towards each other at high speed; the chess pieces morph 
into cars heading towards each other. The cinematic flashes to the scene of the couple in 
the car (with the woman in her scrubs in the passenger seat and the man gazing back at 
her lovingly). The woman shouts “Tom, look out!” and both look forward, the man 
swerving. The overview perspective resumes, showing the two vehicles narrowly 
avoiding one another and one of the cars flipping onto its passenger side and crashing 
(including the same sound of shattering glass) into a tree on the side of the road, igniting 
flames up the tree.   
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VI. LEVEL FIVE: THE FIERY CITY 
a. Level atmosphere: Fiery, intense, frightening, angry.  
b. Level description: The player finds themselves in a city neighborhood, lined with 

burning buildings, burning cars, and ash floating upwards towards a red, stormy sky. 
Almost immediately the player finds a Mysterious Author’s Note, directing them to find 
“symbols of fire”. These fiery illegible symbols can be found throughout the buildings, 
on the cars and on the street. The player observes distant sirens, distant echoing 
shouting, the distant shattering of glass, which are triggered as the player navigates the 
fiery zone, almost as if they’re experiencing ghostly memories.  Once the player has 
discovered all of the fiery symbols, which will be added to the journal as they’re 
discovered, the player can solve a life-size puzzle board made up of numerous 
mysterious symbols found at the top of a firey, crumbling building (pieces fall away as 
the player climbs the building (access to the building is sealed off by a burning “Road 
Closed” sign until the player has found all symbols). When the player solves the puzzle 
board by lining up the symbols, the rest of the symbols of the board drop away and the 
remaining symbols illuminate brightly against the dark stormy sky, rearranging to spell 
out “I am Tom Nolan”. “Twist ending”-like music (TBD) plays as the cinematic 
launches.  

c. Level Ending Cinematic: First, the cinematic plays through scenes of each of the mirrors 
the player has previously encountered through the game, now showing the player’s 
reflection clearly; followed by a montage of the player, in first-person perspective, of all 
of the previous level’s ending cinematics, with his wife Regina. (i.e. The player in first 
person perspective in the hot air balloon with Regina, then at a carnival, dancing and at a 
piano bar with her, etc.). Next, the cinematic shows Regina and the player (still in first 
person perspective) in the car, with the player driving. The cinematic follows the 
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previous level’s cinematic of the car crash, but slightly fogged over and warped, with 
Regina shouting “Tom, watch out!”.  Just before the crash itself is shown, the cinematic 
replays, but vivid and clear as day, with the player in first person perspective in the 
passenger seat, in scrubs, coming from work. In the driver’s seat, Regina is driving. Tom 
reaches for her hand, and Regina looks back lovingly at him. Tom yells, “Gina, watch 
out!” and the car flips and crashes onto its driver’s side, into the tree. Sirens, glass 
shattering, and distant shouting can be heard along with the sound of a car’s open door 
alarm.  

VII. CLOSING SCENE 
a. The car crash cinematic fades to black, and slowly illuminates into the scene of an office 

space, where a man is laying on a couch, and another man with a white beard and a 
clipboard is seated on a chair.  The bearded man’s voice begins as distant while the scene 
comes into view (it is the same disembodied voice from the opening scene), and gains 
clarity with the brightening cinematic. 
Dialogue: 
 
“Mr. Nolan, as I count to 5, you will awaken in my office, in the present, on Tuesday, 
September the 3rd 2023.  “1…2…3…4…5…”. The man lying on the couch sits up and 
rubs his eyes. “Slowly, slowly now. How are you feeling, Tom?”  
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“I-I wasn’t driving…” Tom whispers to himself.  
 
The psychiatrist leans forward, tensely, as if waiting for something incredibly important, 
and asks Tom to repeat himself. 
Tom states clearly, “I wasn’t driving.” 
 
The psychiatrist gives a sigh of relief and replies: “That’s right, Tom. Your wife, Regina, 
was. You’ve had yourself convinced for so long that you were to blame for the accident, 
that you’d lost yourself in that invented version of the memory.  
 
Sometimes… when we survive something like what you did, especially if we lose 
someone we love so much, we falsely blame ourselves, and can warp our own memories. 
It’s known as survivor’s guilt.  
 

Sigmund Freud believed that the unconscious mind expresses itself in dreams as a way of 

resolving repressed experiences. When conventional forms of therapy do not work--in 

theory-- the only way to overcome these warped memories is to re-witness the true 

memories ourselves—to communicate with our own psyche. It looks like our hypnosis 

therapy has been a success. Now you can truly begin to heal.” 
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VIII. CLOSING SCREEN 

a. Fade out to black screen. Begin intro music to Glass by Thompson Square (no lyrics start 

until closing credits screen) 

b. Black Screen, wave pattern animation-in following facts:  

 

Almost 53 million adults in America under age forty-five are living with 

mental illness… 

… Less than half of those are receiving treatment. ~ National Institute of 

Mental Health, 2022  

 

c. Go to closing credits, words of Glass by Thompson Square begin 

 

IX. INTEGRATED DREAM SYMBOLISM 

Dream Symbolism/Manifestation  Meaning  Game Location 

1. Seeing a Dead Loved One           Seeking Closure             Throughout 
 
2. Searching for Someone/thing           Being Unhappy with              Throughout 
      current situation, seeking 
                        change 
 
3. Mountains/Cliffs   Internalizing a challenge/         Level One 

        obstacle to face 
 

4. Rides/Rollercoasters   The psyche reminding us that         Level Two 
there are both good and bad 

     times 
 
 

5. Books       Seeking Knowledge/Truth         Level Three 
 

6. Empty Rooms                     Feeling stuck/trapped          Level Three 
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7. Crying          Repressed emotions          Level Three 

 
8. Water/Flooding         Feeling overwhelmed/unsupported          Level Three 

 
9. Fire     Feeling uncontrollable anger         Level Five 

 

 
X. REFERENCES 


